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OBSERVATIONS

From the given responses, it is observed that around 100% of students strongly agreed and
agreed that they got an understanding of the theoretical framework of accounting and to
prepare financial statements (Profit and Loss A/c, Balance Sheet, Income and Expenditure
A/c, Receipts ad Payment A/c), 100% strongly agreed and agreed that they learned to
determine Depreciation and Inventory, 96.7% strongly agreed and agreed that they learned
accounting for Hire Purchase Transactions, Leases, Branches, and Departments. 10%%
strongly agreed and agreed that they understood the concepts of a partnership firm and
prepare accounts for the dissolution of a partnership firm. 100% strongly agreed and agreed
that they developed the skill of preparation of Trading A/c, Profit and Loss A/c, and Balance
Sheet using Computerized Accounting (ERP-9 Tally Software). It is also observed that
students had an interest in the paper as 77.4% of students had more than 67% of attendance. 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

As observed, very few students disagreed regarding one unit and for those moderate
responses, difficult topics will be discussed with the students in tutorials and separate
practical classes of Tally software will be held. For the weak students, special classes will be
held to discuss important questions with them.
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OBSERVATIONS

A vast majority of the students i.e. almost 96% of them expressed that the course has
provided them a very good understanding towards the subject. Majority of them strongly
agreed and agreed that the course has helped them to understand the basic concepts of
contract formation. Students said that the course helped them to recognise special contracts
and differentiate between them. The students seem to be well equipped with their legitimate
rights and obligations. Few students expressed their opinion that this course did not enable
them with skills to initiate entrepreneurial ventures as LLP. A very small percentage of
students feel that they are neutral in terms of understanding the subject.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

In order to further more improvements amongst the students, more emphasis will be laid on
giving real life examples and cases to them. Apart from this, opportunities will be provided
for students to have group discussions on law cases. This would help them to gain perspective
on the case from both the sides. Such students would be provided with remedial classes and
tutorials to help them better comprehend and revise the course details. For making the subject
more interactive in content, videos and case studies are included in the classroom
interactions. Students will be given opportunities to participate in cases through role play and
debates as well. Measures will be taken to make the subject more engaging and appealing to
the students in order to ensure higher attendance on their part. The interplay of law with other
dimensions of reality will also be focussed upon.
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OBSERVATIONS

It is observed that majority of the students have agreed that all the objectives of this Course
were achieved. 100% students agreed that they were able to develop a good understanding of
accounting for share capital and debentures. 100% students agreed that they were able to
prepare the financial statements of a company. 100% students agreed that they were able to
develop a good understanding of cash flow statements. More than 95% students agreed that
they were able to understand the accounting for amalgamation and liquidation of companies.
Majority of the students agreed that they were able to prepare a consolidated balance sheet
for Holding Company.

It is also observed that students had an interest in the paper as around 71% of students had
more than 67% of attendance.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

For the students showing positive response during the classes, extra practice questions will be
given to make them think analytically and critically. Practical Case studies will be discussed
to give them an insight into the practical world. Special Doubt sessions will be taken and
discussion of last 10 years question papers will be done specifically for weaker students. For
the moderate responses, topics will be discussed more with the students in tutorials and
practical classes on Tally software. For the weak students, special classes will be held to
discuss important questions with them. Measures will be taken to make the subject more
engaging and appealing to the students in order to ensure higher attendance on their part.
Assessments would also be done at regular intervals.
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OBSERVATIONS

It is observed that majority of the students have agreed that all the objectives of this Course
on Corporate Laws were achieved. 95% students agreed that they were able to understand the
regulatory aspects and the broader procedural aspects involved in different types of
companies covering the Companies Act, 2013 and rules there under. 100% students agreed
that they have understood the basic legal documents and their usage essential for operation
and management of company. More than 95% students agreed that they were able to develop
a good understanding about company processes, meetings and decisions. Approximately 95%
students agreed that they are able to analyse the framework of dividend distribution and the
role of auditors in a company. Majority of the students agreed that they are able to
comprehend and evaluate working of depositories and their functions in stock market.

More than 95% of the students had attended 67% or more classes for this course.

ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN REPORT

For the students showing positive response during the classes, extra case laws and questions
will be given to make them think analytically and critically. Practical Case studies will be
discussed to give them an insight into the practical world. Special Doubt sessions will be
taken and discussion of last 10 years question papers will be done specifically for weaker
students. For the moderate responses, topics will be discussed more with the students in
tutorials. For the weak students, special classes will be held to discuss important questions
with them. Measures will be taken to make the subject more engaging and appealing to the
students in order to ensure higher attendance on their part. More number of assessments can
be done for weak students so that their progress is continuously monitored.
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OBSERVATIONS

It is observed that the majority of the students have agreed that all the objectives of this
Course were achieved. More than 94% students agreed that they were able to build an
understanding of the theoretical framework of accounting and prepare the financial
statements. More than 94% of students agreed that they were able to determine the
depreciation and inventory value. More than 94% students agreed that they were able to
develop an understanding of accounting for hire purchase transactions and lease transactions.
More than 91% of students agreed that they were able to understand branch and departmental
accounting. More than 94% students agreed that they were able to develop the skill of
preparation of trading and profit and loss account and balance sheet using computerised
accounting.

It is also observed that students had an interest in the paper as around 80% of students had
more than 67% of attendance.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

For the students showing positive response during the classes, extra practice questions will be
given to make them think analytically and critically. Practical Case studies will be discussed
to give them an insight into the practical world. Special Doubt sessions will be taken and
discussion of last 10 years question papers will be done specifically for weaker students. For
the moderate responses, topics will be discussed more with the students in tutorials and
practical classes on Tally software. For the weak students, special classes will be held to
discuss important questions with them. Measures will be taken to make the subject more
engaging and appealing to the students in order to ensure higher attendance on their part.
Assessments would also be done at regular intervals.
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OBSERVATIONS

From the given responses, It is observed that a majority of the students (approx. 85%- 90%)
have found the concepts and topics relevant which are covered under the business
organisation and management Paper. About (91.4%) agreed that they have understood the
dynamics of business organisation and management practices. (62.9%) have strongly agreed
that they have understood the varied perspectives related to business environment and
entrepreneurship. Students have shown interest in the paper and therefore (82.9%) of students
had attendance more than 67% which is a good number. 

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

To keep the students engaged more  in the paper and to make them think analytically various
techniques will be  adopted like mcq’s (quizzes), management games , business plans to be
prepared by students , interviews of entrepreneurs will also be shown on youtube channels to
make the topic interesting. 

For the section of students who found the paper difficult to understand for them remedial
classes will also be arranged and last 10 years important questions will be discussed in the
class.
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OBSERVATIONS

From the given responses, It is observed that a majority of the students (approx. 85%-90%)
have found the concepts and topics relevant which are covered under the business law paper.
About (95.5 %) agreed that they have understood the basic aspects of contracts for making
the agreements, contracts and subsequently enter valid business propositions .  (89.7%) have
also agreed that they have acquired skills to initiate entrepreneurial ventures as LLP. Students
have shown interest in the paper and therefore ( 80.9%) of students had the attendance more
than 67%

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

For the moderate responses, we will  keep the students engaged and to make them think
analytically will use various techniques such as mcq’s (quizzes), Latest Case Laws will be
discussed , PPT and more examples will be discussed for the better understanding of students
, Remedial classes will also be arranged for the difficult topics and will engaged the students
by discussing last 10 years important questions with them.
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OBSERVATIONS

From the given responses, it is observed that around 95.6% of students strongly agreed and
agreed that this course provides them the ability to acquire proficiency in using different
mathematical tools (matrices, calculus, and mathematics of finance) in solving real-life
business and economic problems. About 91.2% of students strongly agreed and agreed that
they have developed an understanding of the various averages and measures of dispersion to
describe statistical data. 92.7% of students strongly agreed and agreed that they understood
the relationship between two variables through correlation and regression. 85.3% of students
strongly agreed and agreed that they understood the construction and application of index
numbers to real-life situations and 86.8% of students strongly agreed and agreed that they
understood the trends and tendencies over a period of time through time series analysis.
Students have shown interest in the paper as 76.5% of students have more than 67%
attendance in this paper.

ACTION TO BE TAKEN REPORT

For the moderate responses, topics will be discussed with the students again in the tutorial;
with more practice questions, and for weak responses, remedial classes will be held to
discuss, and previous year’s questions papers will be discussed with them.


